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Request items through the library’s new catalogue at http://legislativelibrary.catalogue.manitobalibraries.ca or send your request by email to legislative_library@gov.mb.ca.

If you would prefer to receive this publication electronically, please let us know at leglibraryservices@gov.mb.ca.

BORROWING
If you do not have a library card, please contact Reference Services at legislative_library@gov.mb.ca or 945-4330.

FEEDBACK
We welcome comments and suggestions on the contents and format of this service. We also welcome suggestions for books, periodicals, and other materials to be added to the collection. Please call Collection Development staff at 945-4330 or e-mail: leglibraryservices@gov.mb.ca.
Legislative Library News

New newspaper subscription available in the Legislative Reading Room

The Hill Times, “Canada’s Politics and Government Newsweekly”, is now available in the Legislative Reading Room. Library staff also has access to the online version and receives regular email updates from The Hill Times.

The Hill Times publishes exclusive surveys and lists every year, including "The 100 Most Influential List," "The Annual Best and Worst in Federal Politics List," and "Top 100 Best Books" list.

The newspaper also publishes “regular and substantive "Public Policy Briefings." Each policy briefing includes an in-depth Q&A interview with the key Cabinet minister and guest columns from the relevant government and political players involved, along with [its] own exclusive stories. [It looks] at Health, Transportation, Environment, Innovation, the Economy, Defence and Security, Agriculture, Energy, Renewable Energy, Climate Change, Aerospace, Technology, Communications and Intellectual Property, Innovation, and Natural Resources.”
Librarian’s Picks


From Book News:
The volume began with a 2009 workshop “Indigenous Urbanization Internationally” in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada. Social scientists and research and practicing social workers explore Indigenous negotiations of identity in urban areas of Canada, the US, Australia, and New Zealand. Their topics include Canada vs. Misquadis and the legal creation of the urban aboriginal community, the Saskatoon Indian and Métis Friendship Centre 1968-82, generational differences in the negotiations of native identity among urban-based American Indians, Aboriginal identity and place in the intercultural settings of metropolitan Australia, the structure of urban Maori identities, and producing indigeneity.


From ForeWord Clarion Reviews:
Canadian Vaughan Lyon is courageous. In his new book, Power Shift, he makes the case for diffusing political party control. Lyon acknowledges, “Since the proposed model will involve the transfer of power from the elites to citizens, some of those who are politically advantaged by and comfortable with the present system will vigorously oppose it.” Anyone writing this sort of proposal will come under fire from the well-established political class, but Lyon may be the person to cut through the opposition.

Sometimes the right message has to also come from the right messenger. As an educated and accomplished political scientist, Lyon is that courier. More importantly, he is pro-government and offers his ideas to strengthen the role of government and give it real legitimacy by connecting it more directly to the governed. He writes with the authority of a scholar, offering clearly researched conclusions and complete documentation. At the same time, Lyon’s language is clear and concise with modern examples.

From Chicago Distribution Center:
Education is in a state of continual change and schools ever more diverse. People want more participation and meaning in their lives; organisations want more creativity and flexibility. Building on these trends, this timely book argues that a new paradigm is emerging in education, sowing the seeds of a self-organising system that values holistic democracy. It is an essential read for anyone (academics, policy-makers, practitioners, students, parents, school sponsors and partners) who is interested in how education can broaden its horizons.


From the publisher’s website:
'...Mitchell has done an excellent job of distilling the torrent of Government pronouncements and an immense amount of research into a meaningful and manageable volume. More than that, she has made sense of the tensions between short and long term decisions which Governments face.'

- Colin Axon, Energy Group Newsletter (Institute of Physics)

Who is in our hospitals and why? / Randy Fransoo, Patricia Martens, The Need to Know Team, Heather Prior, Charles Burchill, Ina Koseva, Leanne Rajotte. Winnipeg : Manitoba Centre for Health Policy, Dept. of Community Health Sciences, Faculty of Medicine, University of Manitoba, 2013. xxvi, 342 pages. RA 399 Man [r13-03]

From the Manitoba Centre for Health Policy:
This deliverable describes who is occupying acute care hospital beds in Manitoba: where they are from, what they are there for, how long they stay, and their demographic profile. This research also identifies individuals who are 'Alternate Level of Care' (ALC) patients, and report on the number of hospital days used by these people while waiting for personal care admission, home care acceptance, etc. Results are provided for each hospital in Manitoba and are also summarized by RHA and hospital type. The report also provides some descriptive results regarding 'heavy users' of the acute care system, for example, patients in the top 5% of hospital day use.
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63. Patterns of use of different toilet grab bar configurations by community-living older adults. Ottawa: Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, 2013. 3 pages. Canada CMHC
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66. A white paper on reforming Canada's transportation policies for the 21st century / Brian Flemming. Calgary: School of Public Policy, University of Calgary, 2012. 20 pages. HE 215 Fle
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